
Remote Education
Full Academy Closure



How to access your learning in the event of the academy having to close.

If you do have to access your learning from home because the academy has been forced
to close the following important points will apply:
    The same sequencing of learning and depth of learning will be expected and Faculty
    Directors and Subject Leaders will ensure that curriculum maps are available on our
    academy website so you can see what topics and key content is to be covered and 
    what teachers expect you to learn and kno    what teachers expect you to learn and know.  Curriculum maps will be followed by all
    teachers in all subjects.
    You will be expected to attend all Live Lessons delivered by your subject teachers
    by logging onto Google Classroom and accessing the class codes.  These lessons will
    take place as per your usual timetable and teachers will deliver new content, allow for
    discussion, pose questions about the learning and address any misconceptions you
    may have.  The Live Lessons will last for 30 minutes and teachers will set application
    tasks so you can use and apply new learning and demonstrate your understanding.    tasks so you can use and apply new learning and demonstrate your understanding.
    Your attendance at Live Lessons will be monitored and a register will be taken
    for each lesson as it is in an actual lesson.  If you are late or fail to attend, your
    parents/carers will be informed.
    Your teachers will provide you with resources, powerpoints and activities that you
    must also complete via Google Classroom.
    It is an expectation that you will upload your work to Google Classroom as
    evidence that you have completed all activities.    evidence that you have completed all activities.
    You can email your teachers about work and learning via Google Classroom.
    Teachers may also use other learning platforms to deliver content and practise
    skills.  Examples of these include but are not limited to; Seneca Learning, GCSE
    Pod, Hegarty Maths, Ever Learner, Kerboodle, Learning By Questions and The
    Oaks National Academy.

Another important part of learning is to revisit past lessons to ensure you can recall and 
retrieve key content and skills.  retrieve key content and skills.  We advise you to look back over key words and
definitions and to review perfect examples and models that you have noted in your books.
You could also begin creating cue cards, mind maps or other visual organisers that will
be useful as revision tools for AR assessments and learning checkpoints.
Remember good learning habits should continue whilst you are unable to attend lessons
in person.  Accessing learning remotely will ensure you do not fall behind or miss vital key
content and explanations.  In addition, it is good for your well-being to maintain a routine
for learning where possible.for learning where possible.



Staying Safe during live lessons and behaving respectfully.

It is incredibly important that we ensure students are safeguarded when they are on line so
we will be advising students participating in live lessons to follow some simple rules.  We
will be directing students to abide by the following points and would appreciate you sharing
these with your child:

    Keep your camera disabled so you are not visible to your teacher.
    Do not record lessons or share them.     Do not record lessons or share them.  The teacher will do this and put them in your class
    area to access if you wish.
    Diable your mic until the teachers ask you to speak.  (This is so your noise does not stop
    others from hearing what is being said).
    Please raise your hand (if it has that function) when you want
    to speak and the teacher will invite you to speak
    at the appropriate time in the lesson.
    Use proper English when writing    Use proper English when writing
    comments or typing questions.
    Avoid slang and any bad
    language.
    Remember this is a lesson
    and normal expectations apply.
    Do not comment on other
    peoples comments in a    peoples comments in a
    negative way either in text or
    verbally.
    
Mr Hampton has uploaded a
short video on Google Classroom
to advise students on the technical
side of accessing live lessons.  Itside of accessing live lessons.  It
would be useful if your child
watched this video as it also
includes the expectations for the
lessons.
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